PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF

Improve Data Protection
with Veeam and Wasabi
Back up to the Industry’s Most Affordable Cloud Storage
Service

Data growth is spiraling out of control—doubling every year in many
businesses. Many organizations are struggling to protect data against
equipment failures, disasters and ransomware. Fractured data management
solutions and inefficient legacy backup tools can squander time and money
and leave valuable business data unprotected.
Wasabi and Veeam can help companies improve data protection and
reduce expenses. Wasabi hot cloud storage is incredibly affordable and fast
cloud object storage for any purpose. And Veeam Backup & Replication
provides fast, flexible and reliable backup, recovery and replication for all
your applications and data. The integrated solution lets you quickly and
reliably back up all your vital business data to the industry’s most affordable
and fastest-performing cloud storage service for ultimate protection and
economics.1

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers
Breakthrough Economics and
Performance
Wasabi was specifically conceived to make cloud storage a commonplace
utility like electricity. Unlike legacy cloud storage services with confusing
storage tiers and complex pricing schemes, Wasabi hot cloud storage is
extremely easy to understand and incredibly economical to scale. One
product, with predictable and straightforward pricing, supports virtually every
cloud storage application.
Wasabi is 80% cheaper than Amazon S3, with no egress fees or API charges.
A highly parallelized system architecture delivers breakthrough performance,
so you can rapidly move backup images in and out of the cloud.

Veeam Backup & Replication
Streamlines Data Protection
Veeam Backup & Replication helps you achieve hyper-availability for all your
virtual, physical and cloud-based workloads. With a single console, you can
manage fast, flexible and reliable backup, recovery and replication of all your
applications and data.
Veeam Backup & Replication provides fast and dependable backup for all
workloads, giving you the ability to achieve shorter backup windows and
reduce backup and storage costs. Lightning-fast and reliable restores let
you quickly recover individual files, entire VMs and individual application
components with confidence. And advanced, imaged-based replication and
streamlined disaster recovery capabilities ensure high availability for all your
mission-critical applications.
1 Wasabi integration available through Amazon S3 API in Veeam Backup & Replication 9.5
Update 4 or greater
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KEY FEATURES
• Fast, reliable and efficient
backup, recovery and
replication
• Ultra-affordable secondary
cloud storage
• Durable storage for archival
and compliance
• Seamless integration and
operation

BENEFITS
• Reduce risk and exposure due
to data loss
• Protect against equipment
failures, disasters, human error,
ransomware and malware
• Improve RPOs and RTOs
• Slash cost and complexity
• Protect and extend previous
investments
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Versatile Solution Supports Many Use Cases
With Veeam Backup & Replication you can efficiently leverage fast and cost-effective Wasabi hot cloud storage for a
variety of purposes including:
• Archival storage for compliance and long-term data retention
• Secondary storage for backup or disaster recovery in the cloud
• Transitional and primary storage for data migration initiatives

Groundbreaking Cloud Backup Economics and Performance

Next Steps

• CONTACT WASABI TODAY. Learn more about our price, performance and protection
benefits.
• TRY WASABI FOR FREE. Get up to 1 TB for 30 days.
• Download Veeam Backup and Recovery. Try it for free for 30 days.

ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and reliable cloud storage.
Wasabi is 80% cheaper and 6x faster than Amazon S3, with 100% data immutability
protection and no data egress fees. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage
pioneers David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is on a mission to commoditize the storage
industry. Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston, MA.
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